Saturday:
Keeping track
of your specs.

If you wear glasses, you know how easy it is to put them down somewhere and walk away.
We analysed 12 months of claims data – 89,608 car, home and contents claims made between
July 2019 to June 2020 – for The Mistake Report. It found that Saturday is the day you’re most
likely to misplace your specs when you’re out and about.
To avoid this annoyance, you want to keep your glasses handy – yet safe. But how can you
keep track of your glasses more easily?
Don’t worry, we’ve got you covered.
If you’re going to leave your glasses somewhere, make a note in your phone to help you locate
them later on. When you’re not wearing them, use your glasses case – keeping them safe and
secure is what it’s designed for.
Constantly swapping between spectacles and sunglasses can be annoying, why not combine
the two? You can get transition lenses which tint your glasses in direct sunlight, or prescription
sunglasses so you can actually see what you’re doing when outside in the sun.
For those who like the convenience of the classic eyeglasses chain, there is the necklace loop,
a minimal leather or fabric cord with a circular metal centre from which to hang your glasses.
Another subtle option is a magnetic holder that attaches to your clothing. The holder clips
onto your top and your glasses hang from it. You can get see-through ones that are virtually
invisible, or decorative ones that look like a smart pin.
For lovers of accessories, there is the D-link necklace, an oversized chain necklace with a
D-shaped link from which to hang your glasses. These come in a range of colours and finishes
and work equally well for sunglasses.
Lastly, there is the reworked granny chain, a fashion-forward take on the classic. These require
confidence and a certain personal style but they are undeniably cool right now. Devotees tend
to wear them with the chain hanging to the front, to best display the detail. Popular options
include strings of faux pearls, intricately beaded chains and polished mixed metals.
They’re so good, you’ll want to wear glasses even if you don’t need them.

Insurance for too busy lives.

